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Full-color pictures and text about one of the greatest new wetland spaces - The Ace Basin. Located near Charleston, SC, this relatively newly protected land/space helps to protect habitat, creatures and life for all of the world!
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**Customer Reviews**

This is a wonderful pictorial of this fascinating and rich landscape. The photography perfectly captures the natural beauty and history of the South carolina coast.

The photographs in this book are spectacular. I cannot imagine the patience and discomfort required of Thomas Blagdon to capture these images. This is a book to dream on. You can look at it for hours and still find new details and points of wonder. It's a book to keep and enjoy over and over.

This will make a perfect gift for my husband. It has beautiful photos of one of our favorite vacation spots, Edisto Island, South Carolina.

The book and content are fine; the shipping method bothered me. It should have been at least in a bubble wrap envelope instead of 2 thin paper coverings; also, it looked like someone wrote on a sheet of paper using the book as a thing to press on and left mild grooves on the cover of the book. I hope the recipient of the book doesn't think I sent him a used book. Not horrible, but I doubt I
would order from that particular seller again.
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